
Silent 62 3-Deck
Silent Yacht: Hybrid Solar Catamarans

Hybrid Solar concept: Low consumption, low emission, low maintenance

Sail 100 miles a day without a fuel drop at 4-5 knots). At higher speed (up to 20 

knots), the generator automatically starts charging the batteries when needed.

Various layout options available including owner’ suite on the flybridge, 2/4 VIP Cabins 

and crew cabin. Maximum comfort with bathroom in all cabins…

Wide selection of finishing and furniture… Full interior customisation on demand

The details of this vessel are provided in good faith and believed to be correct, but cannot be guaranteed

- Silent navigation
- modern design

- Low consumption & long range



Various exterior areas
Fly bridge, fore and aft deck

Closed Version

Wide exteriors to welcome many family and 

friends, or  enjoy calm and privacy on the 

various areas: huge fly bridge, aft and fore deck.

Benefit from a spacious in and out space joining 

the aft deck and saloon on the main platform.

Roof and sundeck structure full of solar panels to 

generate all the green energy needed



Wide living spaces
Bright and luxury interior, Modern design

Spacious saloon with panoramic view

Bright interior with wide openings offering a 

Panoramic view on the sea.

Fantastic space on the main platform with 

kitchen, saloon and dinner area. 

Modern and pure design with large choice of 

furniture, finishing and technology equipment 

for the maximum of comfort and entertainment. 



Cabins 
Various layout options available

All cabins with great sea view, space and 
comfort. 

Enjoy the quality and luxury of the material 
and craftmanship.

Every cabin benefits from its own bathroom, 
multimedia, and equipment.



Plan of arrangement
Various layout options available

Owner’s version with owner suite on:

- Complete hull with bathroom and office

- On the main deck in front of the saloon

- On the Flybridge with 360° panoramic view. 

Large choice of layouts, from 2 to 5 cabins. 

Other configuration available up to 5 cabins (ideal 
for charter for example), including a crew cabin

Flybridge Main deck

Cabin deck



The details of this vessel are provided in good faith and believed to be correct, but cannot be guaranteed

Length overall: 19,0m (62.0’)
Beam overall: 8,99m (29.5’)
Draft: 0,93m (3.0’)
Light displacement: 29 Tons

High quality construction:

- Lightweight glass / foam composite construction, carbon reinforced.
- Lifetime guarantee on electric motors, 25 years for solar panels and 8 years for batteries.
- High quality design and construction for the best of comfort and safety at seas.

Silent 62 3-Deck
General Specifications

Water capacity: 1000l
Fuel capacity: 600l to 1600l
Certification: CE-A (high seas)
Range: Trans Ocean

Electric motors 2x50 kW 2x200 kW 2x340 kW

Lithium Batteries 143 kWh 225 kWh 286 kWh

Solar Panels 17 kWp 17 kWp 17 kWp

Generator 100 kW 150 kW 150 kW

Cruising speed 6-8 knots 6-8 knots 6-8 knots

Maximum speed 13-14 knots 16-17 knots 19-20 knots

Starting price: 2,452,000 €. Vat not included 


